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new guidelines were issued in response to everchanging market conditions and sales practices
and to facilitate the trade’s understanding of all the
regulations on the subject.”

ቮঋళۤᏋзߞనࣉȂؼຠϘјጁጹߞᏚழ૩ؔȂፁ
࠲ߏӹݽг༟ȃгӀ۶гӒȄݙգం৶ȂЙᎢ࣏
ڽЂݕЈгҦȂቮᓲ֖ࢽєȄ
ྲᑋԪߞ഼ טŜ ፠ၳȈĲıĮıĳġ ĩńœĪȃĲıĮıĴġ ĩńœĪġ фġ ĲıĮ
ıĵġ ĩńœȟŞġжऎϬԊȂж־ಉሏȈϘјጁጹᏚழԳᙇߞ
૩ؔȃ࠳ᏚϘјጁጹߞᑆՇфϘјጁጹߞߏႤ
ਫ਼ȄȞࠑϘȟ
թҳȂऎϞᢰधـϞႋࢽєߞаਟȂᆾᇒ؊ே֖ᗁ
ᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠࡈྻ߰ୃݺॗڍϞУਛ၃௱ணሃϘјጁ

ᆾᇒ؊ே֖ᗁᆾཀᇯᚳԐӠԨУ༡၃௱ணሃϘјጁጹᏚழߞԳಯ҃
ನгҦߞᇒನኸ៚៖ྲ഼ߞטѹঋаਟȄ
EAA Director of Operations Mr Anthony Wong explains the new
circulars to the management of five estate agency firms which have
been heavily involved in the sale of first-hand properties.

Mrs Ure pointed out that as the regulator of the
estate agency trade, the EAA has the duty to take
whatever measures needed to improve order at
first-sale sites and to ensure property transactions
are conducted in a fair, open and transparent
manner. All practitioners, be they from big or small
agencies, have to comply with the new measures.
The three separate circulars (No. 10-02 (CR), 1003 (CR) and 10-04 (CR)) cover maintaining order
at first-sale sites, practitioners’ conduct in firstsale activities and providing property information on
first-sale developments. (Table 1)
To facilitate the trade’s understanding of the
guidelines, EAA Director of Operations Mr Anthony
Wong met with the management of five estate
agency companies which have been heavily
involved in the promotion of first-hand properties
to carefully explain the guidelines to them, and
to remind them to adopt appropriate measures
to ensure their practitioners’ compliance with the
regulations.
Mr Anthony Wong said, “If practitioners are proven

ᅿᆓถྱЅஈཾۏষོкৰగҗಈӑҡޟཎَ
ᇒ؊యҍߞྲϘјጁጹᏚழே഼טႎᆽѿȂಉሏԺৎፑඛȄᆾᇒ؊ሮऎȂЙ
Ꭲ࣏Գಯ҃ನгҦᇒನኸȂࡈ࣏ݕغ።ߞం৶Ȃൌᕕႍ҇жϞႋ഼ߞטаਟȂڭ
ᓲՇݙգഢܠȄ
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ం৶ॶᓲంգᝯࢽєȂЙ֭କ෩ڻᔹᎳߞއசПࢉїȂԳಯ҃ನߞгಿ؛ϵఀ
ѽ෩Ȅ
Comments from EAA Licensing and Practice Committee Chairman Mr William
Leung
he new practice circulars on first-sale properties issued by the EAA are comprehensive
and detailed, covering different aspects of the subject. Both the management of estate
agencies and frontline practitioners should thoroughly understand the circulars and comply
with all the regulations.

T

Should practitioners follow the guidelines, not only will they be able to provide quality
services to their clients, the public image of estate agents will also be enhanced.
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